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about us
“Storm in a Teacup” celebrates over 10 years of producing unique handmade 

ceramics. All our items begin on the potter’s wheel;
a technique that reverts back to ancient times. Through a journey of 

experimenting with different clay bodies, form and texture, our shapes have 
evolved. Recently, we developed our own clay body for extra strength; which 

has a lustrous warmth seeping through the glazes.

Our designs are often inspired by the primitive African ceremonial vessels, but 
adapted to contemporary living. There is no art for art’s sake; all wares are 

fully functional and durable. “Storm in Teacups” pottery is removed from mass 
production, and a defining purpose - our ceramics are rather a reflection of the 

natural beauty and vibrancy of South Africa.

”It is our aim to keep our ceramics uncomplicated and timeless. Having grown up 
on a sheep farm in the Eastern Cape, my work is informed by rural landscapes, 

clear blue skies, succulents and lichen covered rocks which lie in silent elegance 
of ages gone by.”

- Sue Weston

dented noodle bowls B/W (DNB) - large - medium - small



 

small cone milk jug (SCMJ) - pale blue - mushroom - dark grey - white 

classic white ware

organic dipping bowl (ODB) - side wave plate (SWP) - pasta wave plate (PWP) - dinner wave plate (DWP)

dotted salt pot (DSP) on
jacaranda saucer (JSA)

classic small jug (CJS), dotted salt pot 
& jacaranda spoon (DSP) (JS)

on porcelain slab (PSS)

classic cappucino cup (CP)



classic milk jugs small (CJS)
medium (CJM) - large (CJL)

black bottle vase (BBV)
white botle vase (WBV)

oil & vinegar jars with
wood stopper (OV) 

tall white carafe (TWC)
tall black carafw (TBC)

espresso beakers (EB)

teeny tiny pots (TTP) on
side wave plate (SWP)

large black oil (LBO)
& large white vinegar (LWV)

medium white vinegar (MWV)
1  - dented espresso grey (DE)  2 - organic pasta bowl aqua (OPB)  3 - dinner plate aqua (DP)  4 - dented noodle bowl aqua large (DNB)
5 - small tea bowl pale blue/black (STB)  6 - small tea bowl aqua (STB)  7 - butter bowl pale blue (BB)  8 - dinner plate light blue (DP)
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flat bottom coffee mug - (FBCM) - white - mushroom - spotted
 sugar bowls (SB) - Plain - sgraffito wavy - sgraffito lines

large jacaranda spoon (LJS)
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1 - classic cup pale pink (CP)  2 - jacaranda saucer (JSA)  3 - white dinner plate (DP)  4 - organic pasta bowl gold rim (OPB)
5 - small pink/black tea bowl (STB)  6 - tall pink tea bowl (TTB)  7 - large white vinegar (LWV)  8 - butter bowl white (BB)  9 - cone milk jug (CMJ)

10  - tall white carafe TWC)  11 - butter bowls pink/black (BB)

organic dessert bowl pink (ODB) - organic pasta bowl B/W (OPB) - dented dinner plate (DDP) 
tall pink tea bowl (TTB) - small pink/black tea bowl (STB)


